Zombie Apocalypse Survival Guide
**Synopsis**

Your guide to surviving a zombie apocalypse! Do you know how to survive the Zombie Apocalypse? This book is the key to your survival. Discover how the virus could spread and what happens to someone who is bitten. Learn survival techniques and how to protect yourself and loved ones from a zombie. The zombie hordes could be stalking your street and the world at any time. Will you be ready? This is the way to safeguard your friends, family, and yourself. This book could save your life!
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**Customer Reviews**

My son saw this at a school book fair, but it was sold out when we went back to buy it. He’s 9, and won’t put it down. He’s saving household items to do some of the tips and tricks in the book.

Very good, and informative book. I recommend buying one for yourself, and then one for every member of your family for the upcoming, and inevitable, Zombie apocalypse.

bought this book for my friend’s kid and he flipped out when he saw all the zombie illustrations, cool ‘survivor’ info, etc. So, totally worth it. I’m a zombie fan too (love the walking dead!) and i ended up borrowing it for a while- pretty sick, might pick up one for myself.
I bought two of these for my oldest grandchildren....ages 10 and 8. I knew they would fight over just one. They absolutely love it and have gained a lot of practical knowledge by reading it and doing the activities.

Interesting facts and awesome supporting artwork. Not a page wasted and well put together. Great tips for any disaster and some neat historical perspective. Simply a must have for survival in any circumstance.

this is from my son:this book is horrific. there is no cure for a bite (yet). you don't throw a hammer. you keep it handy in case you need to brain someone. no mention of any truly useful weapons (suppressed firearms, machetes, crossbows, etc.). nothing on rival survivors, raiding, and food preservation. its pretty much just a decorated camping guide/history book. see the ZSG (zombie survival guide) by max brooks. that is where the real stuff is!!!!!

Incredibly illustrated, cleverly written. Engaging and interesting for all ages, the not yet bitten and soon to be bitten. You'll soon be a fan!

Great for any kid or grown-up kid. stuffed full of zombie drawings and basic survival info. a lot of fun to read!